
Week 12 Report (7th August – 13th August) 
(Submitted on – 14th Aug, 2012) 

Status: 

As the pencil down dates was approaching fast, the final enhancement to the code as decided in the 

previous report and scheduled to be the task of the past week were- 

 Get the AutoUpdate module running with the help of TinyGPS and Time library, and for all these 

to function, it was essential to attach a GPS module to which there were few unsuccessful 

attempts in the past 

 Try to attach Arduino to a Public IP so that it could be tested sitting in Muenster. 

 Any other bugs and enhancements which come to notice. 

 

Started of the week by making an important improvement to the code. As we know that Arduino Web 

Server offers JSON as well as KML formatted response. Now to form these responses, two independent 

modules take the data from two separate log files where raw data is stored. This particular thing was 

changed and a common log file accessed by both KML response module and JSON response module was 

programed, which favored reduced delivery time and easy Update as the data has to be updated in only 

one file instead of 2 or three now. This was a carry on work from the last week. 

College Management accepted my request to use the server room facilities for the purpose of 

connecting the Arduino to a public IP. Instead they provided Arduino a private IP and binded it to the 

server’s public IP. In that way, any request to the server was supposed to be forwarded to the Arduino 

web server. But that didn’t happen and the request of type <serverPublicIP>/rest/services failed to 

reach the Arduino. I put that work off for the rest of week in lieu of other important tasks, but I will try 

again in the coming days. 

The highlight of the week was the full functioning of AutoUpdate. For it to happen, two modules 

AutoUpdate and GPS were programed. After a regular interval of UpdateRecording in seconds, control 

passed on to the AutoUpdate module which took the time from the Time library, coordinates from the 

TinyGPS library via GPS module , sensor data from Sensor library and SerialID from EEPROM. On the 

basis of current month and year, log file was opened and all the above mentioned data was written to it 

in an already well known format mentioned below. If the current date is 23-08-2012, log file to be 

opened is 8-2012. 

D<date>,U<UnixTime>,T<UTCtime>,N<SerialID>,M<sensor1Reading>,S<sensor2Reading>,L<lon>,<lat>,<

alt>; 

There were quite a few problems on the way to realizing the successful AutoUpdate, the longest running 

was of the GPS. It was transmitting data to the Arduino but TinyGPS did not accept it as a good data. 

Although it was transmitting correct data all the way from time to altitude, but in the language of 

TinyGPS it was invalid data as the status field in the GPRMC contained V denoting invalid data instead of 



A (data available). Also GPS fix field in the GPGGA string contained 0 signifying invalid data. It was only 

when I took Arduino for a walk in the park that TinyGPS was finally able to process it as the fields now 

contained A and 0 respectively. It seemed like the thick roof of Library restricted the GPS signal strength. 

Since the data even when declared invalid was correct, I edited TinyGPS library a bit to accept ‘V’ and ‘0’ 

as valid parameters. TinyGPS library worked fine after that. 

After GPS started working, the next step was to synchronize the Arduino Time with GPS time which was 

done with the help of Time Library. A valuable time was wasted due to the faulty example which came 

with the Time Library package. It was trying to sync the Arduino time to GPS time even before encoding 

the GPS messages. After correcting for that, and programing the GPS module to get the coordinates, all 

the pieces needed for AutoUpdate were in place.  

After combing them all, there were some minor hiccups after which AutoUpdate started working 

perfectly. 

Next Task: 

In my knowledge, no new features need to be added. I have tested all of them multiple time and they 

seem to be working fine. That obviously will be decided by Arne and Dustin, once they themselves see 

the result. I will compile a short video showing all the features currently programed. After it is OK with 

the mentors, work of prettifying the code and documentation will start after which they will test the 

code in Muenster and recommend further changes. 


